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THIS LITTLE STORY came to me whole during a walk in the Val de Dagne, a magical place
hidden in far southwest France. The Romans named the valley for the goddess Diana (the
huntress) because wildlife was so plentiful. And they built a temple for her on a low hill near the
valley’s center. The temple no longer stands, but the site was special to the valley’s residents
long before the Romans came, and it remains so to this day.I don’t know what inspired me
during my walk that day. As a nonfiction writer I’m not often surprised by fictional
storiesappearing whole in my head. But this one did. So I offer it with humility and the hope that it
may bring a bit of fun toreaders.

"A bright feline story that ultimately deals with heartbreaking loss." -Kirkus ReviewsAbout the
AuthorC.J. Gillett is of Belizean heritage and grew up in New York City. He currently resides in
Pittsburgh, PA, where he writes children's stories and works as a practicing physical therapist.
He hopes to inspire young writers of diverse backgrounds to explore the fantastic world of
children's literature and share their own cultural stories. Find him at booksbycjgillett.com.
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©2006Artha PressPortland, OregonChapter OneBoris was a boar. Oh, not a boring bore—not
one who talks and talks without saying anything, or who makes you want to hurry away in the
opposite direction. No, Boris was a wild boar, with big tusks and tiny feet and thick, wiry hair
covering his body. He lived in a pen in back of monsieur and madame’s house, in a quiet little
village beside a stream.Boris hadn’t always lived there, but he didn’t know that. He didn’t
remember being found in the woods as a tiny piglet, and he didn’t remember being carried home
in monsieur’s haversack, or given to madame to raise and butcher (for monsieur thought boar
meat tasted very, very good.)Madame had, of course, agreed to this plan, but over time she
grew fond of Boris, and whenever monsieur mentioned butchering, madame found an excuse
not to do so. Every Monday she would pull out the big black iron kettle that had belonged to her
grandmother, and she would shove Boris into it and bathe him with lavender soap. She would
talk to him as she scrubbed his rough hide, and tell him about life in the village and beyond. In
this way Boris heard all the village gossip—as well as all madame’s troubles—and sometimes
his baths were very long indeed! Madame grew to love Boris, and Boris grew to think of himself
as human. He was even allowed into the kitchen until he accidentally ripped a hole in monsieur’s
favorite chair with his sharp tusk. After that he stayed outside.Boris lived happily like this for
several years. He knew nothing of life in the wild, and if he thought of freedom it was with relief
that he didn’t have to fend for himself. Quite naturally, he grew to believe he was special. Every
week madame bathed him and every night she fed him and petted him, and all the time
monsieur would look at him and say, “hmmmm.”
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